August 2004
Welcome to our first Anniversary party. Some might
have thought we wouldn’t make it, but here we are  I
want to thank all of you for your support over the year
and encourage you keep bringing your questions,
suggestions and your laughter to the group each month.
Yes laughter is a big part of what goes on here, not
only because it makes us all feel good but because it
helps us all grow and become better Mac users who can
help each other as well as those who don’t (or can’t)
make it here each month.
My hope for the coming year is to see us grow even
more, and hopefully during the process I’ll actually
learn how to put together a nicer looking newsletter
hehehe. Still the content of each newsletter is filled
with articles Doug and I have found informative and
hopefully useful to others This is your newsletter and
you have the right to see articles added that maybe
we’ve missed, so I encourage you to send in material.
If I don’t know what you are interested in most, I
can’t add it. No suggestion is to small or
insignificant so please send me your input.
We know that next month will hopefully bring us a new
and improved iMac, at least that’s what they’ve
promised would be out in September. But this month
also has some new things we could all use or are
probably interested in. The Pioneer DVR-107 is
something we’ve talked about in the past and in this
newsletter you’ll find out how to improve that model.
But if you haven’t gotten a DVR yet, wait a few more
days to see the Pioneer DVR-108 !! It should be
available this week at Other World Computing

(http://eshop.macsales.com/) and is the one to get!



http://eshop.macsales.com/Reviews/Framework.cfm?page=/Tips/
pioneerflash/pioneerflash.html
http://eshop.macsales.com/Service/index.cfm?page=contact.html
Hacking the Pioneer DVR-107 to burn low-cost 4x
DVDs at 8x (and other cool things!)
by Jamie Dresser

jdresser@macsales.com

I purchased a Pioneer DVR-107

the week
that we first received them, in eager anticipation of upgrading my
older Pioneer DVR-105 drive. I was used to burning DVDs at 2x, this
would be a nice bump, being able to immediately start burning at 4x,
and eventually, 8x.
http://eshop.macsales.com/Catalog_Page.cfm?Parent=457&Title=DVD&Template

I burn a few discs a week at home, and it always seemed that the

longest process was waiting for Toast to burn the disc. At first it was
an hour with my old 2x burner, then when I bought the DVR-107 it cut
my time down to 30 minutes since I was burning at 4x (who could
afford 8x media at first - $5 a disc or more!).
I didn't expect 8x media to drop in price anytime soon, it's still well
outside of my price range, so I bought a good supply of the 4x rated
media we have here
http://eshop.macsales.com/Catalog_Item.cfm?ID=6102&Item=OWCDVDR4XNP50 at OWC.
This media is top-notch, I have burned over 100pcs of it without a
problem, it is very reliable.
Well, a couple of weeks ago the first Mac based firmware flash utility
for Pioneer drives became available. Not from Pioneer, as they seem to
not ever fully support the Mac platform, but from an website in France
- macetvideo.com.http://www.macetvideo.com/
While this may not seem like an important thing, it sure is - If you've
ever needed to update firmware on a Pioneer SuperDrive, you've
needed to install it inside of a PC and use the flash utility that Pioneer
provided. Quite an inconvenience if you don't have a PC lying around. I
know I sure don't. This allows us Mac users to be able to update the
firmware on Pioneer drives all back to the DVR-104 - and also to
enhance the drives in ways that Pioneer didn't want us to. :>)
I am going to concentrate on the items that this firmware patch allows
for the Pioneer DVR107,http://eshop.macsales.com/Catalog_Page.cfm?Parent=457&Title=DVD&Template as it's
the current shipping drive, and the one I have experience with.
Downloading the firmware patch utility
http://homepage.mac.com/jibee/macetvideo/PIONEER_DVR-107.sit for the DVR-107 gets
you the most recent Pioneer "official" firmware, version 1.15, and it
also gets you an "unofficial" version, version 1.13. Be aware that there
are updates available on the sites linked in this article for drives all the
way back to the DVR-104. So if you've got an older burner, you can
update it as well, but not with all the features that the current Pioneer
DVR-107 http://eshop.macsales.com/Catalog_Page.cfm?Parent=457&Title=DVD&Template
offers.
NOTE: It has been reported that some Apple OEM Pioneer drives

cannot use this utility, and will report "no supported drive found".
There does not seem to be a workaround for this limitation at this
time.
ANOTHER NOTE: I have been asked multiple times how to install yet
another firmware from Pioneer, I have read a number of reports that
this firmware is not stable. At this time I suggest you not install it
unless you have a PC handy to reflash the drive to an older version, as
if the drive does not respond there is no way on a Mac to resurrect it.
Be warned...
This firmware patch allows you to:
• Burn 4x Media at 8x! The hacked version 1.13 allows your Pioneer
DVR-107 http://eshop.macsales.com/Catalog_Page.cfm?Parent=457&Title=DVD&Template
to do some interesting things. Of primary importance to me, it
allows 4x rated media to be burned at 8x (!). Yes, that's right - you
don't need to buy expensive media to use your DVR-107 at it's full
rated burn speed of 8x! In my own testing, using the media we sell
here http://eshop.macsales.com/Catalog_Item.cfm?ID=6102&Item=OWCDVDR4XNP50 at
OWC, I have had a flawless performance record using it - Burning at
a full 8x with Toast, verification, and perfect playback in my home
DVD player. Now that's what I'm talking about!
• Upgrade DVD read speed from 8x to 12x! Pioneer has always
neutered their DVD-R drives to a lower read speed for some reason,
most only being able to read at 2x, 4x, or 8x - while that does not
seem like a bad thing, it's an eternity if you're trying to read data
from a DVD-R. This brings the speed up to 12x, a nice
improvement.
• Read DVDs from all regions of the world (region-free). While
this is not of a priority to me, one of the most common requests our
tech support department gets is "How can I play the DVDs I bought
while on vacation in Taiwan on my computer". This firmware allows
you to do this.
Of course, if your ultimate goal is to just update your firmware to the
latest Pioneer official version, this will certainly do that, and the
firmware utility will come in handy down the road too, if and when
Pioneer makes new updates available.
So how hard is to install this firmware update?

• Simple! Here's the step-by-step procedure I went through with my

own drive at home. Remember, this will only work on retail or bulk
packed Pioneer DVD drives, some OEM (like Apple, Dell, etc.) drives
will NOT flash. Also, make sure you're running Mac OS X 10.3 - 10.2
does not always work with this.

DISCLAIMER: Other World Computing takes no responsibility for any
errors that occurs while installing this firmware patch, nor
consequences for using this patch for illegal activities. USE AT YOUR
OWN RISK.

Download http://homepage.mac.com/jibee/macetvideo/PIONEER_DVR-107.sit the
software from MacTevidio (also available from MacUpdate,
http://macupdate.com/info.php/id/15031 but you have to go
through the French page, it's at the bottom. Here's a translated
version

http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=en&sl=fr&u=http://www.macetvideo.com/flashpioneerosx/fl
ashpioneerosx.html&prev=/search%3Fq%3Dhttp://www.macetvideo.com/flashpioneerosx/flashpione
erosx.html%26num%3D20%26hl%3Den%26lr%3D%26ie%3DUTF-

from Google (well, kind of
translated... you'll understand what I mean if you read it).
8%26newwindow%3D1%26safe%3Doff%26sa%3DG

Double click on the Pioneer DVR-107
Updater
file in the downloaded folder. A shell script will run, and you'll
see this in the Terminal session it opens:
http://eshop.macsales.com/Catalog_Page.cfm?Parent=457&Title=DVD&Template

Press Return.

Press "y"

Press "y"

Restart!

Upon restart, open Toast.

Before:

And after, with the same media.

And finally, in the info box about the drive mechanism,
you can seethe hacked Pioneer firmware being used.
That's it! A simple 5 minute procedure to be able to use low-cost 4x
DVD-R media at the full rated 8x burning speed in your Pioneer DVR107 http://eshop.macsales.com/Catalog_Page.cfm?Parent=457&Title=DVD&Template drive!
Note: I have shown the results / differences in speed using Roxio
Toast - this will also allow Apple's iApps to burn at higher speeds, it's
just easier to show the difference using Toast. Also, please do not ask
me how to go about modifying the different firmware(s) available to be
used with this flash utility, I have not experimented with that and do
not plan to, I am happy with the hacked firmware that is working for
me right now. :>) Thanks!
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We have done the above and it does seem to really work!!
Thursday - July 15, 2004
New iMacs 'will be G5'
By Jonny Evans

Apple's forthcoming new iMac will be based on a G5 processor, the
company revealed last night.
Speaking to analysts, chief financial officer Peter Oppenheimer confirmed
the new iMac - scheduled to ship in September - will be based on a G5. He
added that the delay in shipping the new Mac has been cause by supply
problems of the processor, which is manufactured by IBM in New York.
"We normally don't talk about unannounced products but we feel you need
to know about the current situation. The new iMac will be based on a G5
processor. We could not secure the necessary supply of G5 processors to
launch the new iMac on schedule. We now plan to announce and ship it in
September."
He described Apple as "extremely unhappy" at these events.

"IBM's supply issues are the industry's supply issues", he said, adding that
the move to new 90-nanometre chip manufacture has not been as smooth
as expected. "IBM has made progress in sorting out those issues," he said.
"This resulted in a mass loss of our wafer supply and lower than
anticipated yields", he said.
"IBM has placed enormous resources on solving this problem, and based
upon what they have told us we expect these problems to be behind us by
fiscal Q1 2005," he promised.
He added: "Our Power Mac G5 shipments were constrained in the quarter
by a manufacturing problem at IBM that caused significant delay in
shipping those processors."
These problems will "impact on the September quarter as well," he said,
warning of anticipated shortages in dual 1.8-GHz and dual 2.0GHz Power
Mac G5s, but promising that this would improve in August.
"We expect to have shortages of our high-end dual 2.5GHz Power Mac
G5s throughout the next quarter", he said.

